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After the clips featured the film's lead actress Lilette Dubey and stuntman Mahesh Bindirajani the release of the film's trailer
premiered on December 8, 2013 at an event for distributor Freestyle Releasing at a house in Woodland Hills, California. It was
made available as a free digital download. The first trailer featured scenes with Chopra and Bindirajani, Dubey holding a knife
and chanting "kama", another scene with a nude Chopra, and a rape scene. A second trailer was released on January 14, 2014,
with scenes of the couple's sex session, including three different positions, a blowjob scene and other sex scenes. The final
trailer premiered in April 2014 with the scene of the couple having sex in a jungle, and three different sex positions: vertical,
sideways and doggy style. Reception The film received mixed reviews from critics. William Bibbiani from Crave Online called
it "a weirdly compelling tale of unlikely sex". Rita Daniels from The Globe and Mail gave the film a mixed review, saying "the
film has the feel of a studio product, all slick production values and muddled philosophy". Michael Medved from The
Hollywood Reporter said "a couple of scenes are pretty good, but the story is so disjointed that you wonder if director Kamal
Bhatt knew what he was doing". The entertainment section of The Times of India gave the film 3 out of 5 stars, and said
"Bhatt's bold decision of casting the popular Indian actress and the stuntman from the Indian "Tiger Shroff" film gave the film
its very own highlight. The film has both shades of comedy and sexuality that enthralled the audience". Some critics, however,
were not impressed. Variety gave the film a negative review, saying "One feels that the imaginative non-conformist went right
out of his head and was afflicted by the usual cinematic horrors". David Johnson from DVD Talk gave the film a 3 out of 5 star
rating and said "For the most part, the dialogue, acting, and writing are just plain bad, and that's not something that can be
forgotten about very easily". Derek Elley from Film Journal International said "The scene with Chopra and Bindirajani is
supposedly the first time she has ever allowed a man to have sex with her in her life. For once the men involved don't seem to
care much, either. Their big come-on to the audience is that, as a woman, she has 54b84cb42d
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